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Given F(x, y, d, p) a continuous function defined on E4 we consider the 
class K (assumed nonempty) of functions y  = y(x), - CO < x < 60, satis- 
fying 
(a) y(x) is absolutely continuous on every finite interval, 
(b) y’(x) EL~(- CO, CO), and 
(4 FL% Y(X), Y’(X)> PC41 E LY- co, CO), where p(x) is one of the convolu- 
tion integrals: 
y’ * y’ = jm y’(t) y’(x - t) dt, 
--m 
(1) 
or 
y’ * g = jm y’(t) g’(x - t) dt, 
--a, 
(2) 
where g(x) E Lr( - co, CO) is given. 
We will develop a necessary condition for an extremum of the functional 
I[rl = jm F[x, Y(X), Y’(X), ~(41 dx, 
--co 
where y(x) belongs to Kr , a nonempty subset of K. For example Kl may be 
the class of all y(x) E K having uniformly bounded total variation, or passing 
through a given point, etc. The above type of functionals were considered by 
the author in [l]. 
We adopt the following terminology (see, for example, [2], pp. 83-84): 
DEFINITION. A point (x,, , y,,) of the graph of y,,(x) E Kl is called a point 
of ind$ference of ys(x) with respect to Kl provided there are positive numbers 
6 and y  such that any y(x) E K satisfying (i) y(x) = ys(x) if 1 x - x,, 1 >g, 
and (ii) 1 y(x) -y,,(x) ] < y  if / x - x,, I < 6, also belongs to Kl . 
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DEFINITIOK. A point (x0 , yO) of the graph of yO(x) E K, is called a weak 
point of indi$ference with respect to KI if it is a point of indifference and there 
is a positive number 7 such that any y(x) E K satisfying (i) and (ii) above and 
(iii) / y’(x) - yO’(x) 1 < 7 if j x - x0 / < 8, also belongs to KI . 
THEOREM 1. Given I[y] with p(x) = y’ * y’ and suppose that, evaluated at 
any y(x) E K, , F, is continuous and uniformly bounded, and Fd and F, are uni- 
formly bounded and integrable in _ CO < x < co. Furthermore, suppose 
ye(x) E KI furnishes an extremum to I[y] in KI . Then for every interval (a, b) 
with - CO < a < b < CO such that each point (x, y,,(x)), a < x < b, is a 
point (weak point) of indiflerence of y,,(x) with respect to KI , the following 
holds: 
I 
x F, - F,dw + 2 j= F,y,‘(w - x) dw = c, a constant, 
-m -cc 
almost everywhere on (a, b), where the partial derivatives are evaluated at yO(x). 
PROOF. Given any interval (a, 6) satisfying the above hypotheses we 
introduce the class of variations N = (q(x)) satisfying (i) q(x) is absolutely 
continuous and has compact support in (a, b), and (ii) q’(x) EL~(- CO, CO). 
Proceeding in the usual manner we introduce the function 4(c) = I[y, + ~71, 
which by the commutative and distributive properties of the convolution 
integral may be written 
4(e) = j= Fb, yn + 671, yo' + 4, yn * yn + WY,,’ * $1 + +I' * $)I dx. 
--'I 
For / E / < 1 and sufficiently small the function Y&X) = ys(x) + ET(X) 
is in KI and there exists a positive number M such that 
I I g ~~[IrlI+l9’l+~lY,‘I*117’l+~i??‘l*l77’If’ 
By the hypotheses on the class N and the fact that the convolution of two 
functions belonging to L1( - co, co) is also in L1( - co, co) (see, for instance 
[3], p. 19), the expression above is integrable on (a, b). Hence we may assert 
by Corollary 39.2, p. 217 of [4] that+‘(O) exists and is given almost everywhere 
on (a, b) by 
where the usual integration by parts was performed and the partial derivatives 
are evaluated at yO’(x). 
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Since I[ya] is an extremum it follows that 4’(O) = 0 almost everywhere 
on (a, b). The last expression in the brackets is absolutely integrable on 
(- co, co), hence an interchange of limits of integration is justified and we 
have 
jm 
--m 
[F, - j’ F,dw + 2 I‘m F9y0’(w - x)dw] q’dx = 0 
--co --m 
almost everywhere on (a, 6). The expression in brackets is integrable on 
any finite interval so by the Du Bois-Reymond lemma it follows that it is 
equal to a constant almost everywhere on (a, b). 
COROLLARY. Given I[y] with p(x) = y’ *g where g(x) E L1( - CO, CO) is 
given, and suppose that all the hypotheses of Theorem I are satisjied. Then 
Fd - s x Fydw + jm Fndw - x) dw = c, a constant -m --a, 
almost everywhere on (a, b), where the partial derivatives are evaluated at y,,(x). 
PROOF. The proof is similar to that of Theorem 1 and will not be given. 
The following theorem shows that slightly more restrictive assumptions 
on the integrand F(x, y, d, p) imply that any extremal is Lipschitzian. 
THEOREM 2. Given I[y] and suppose y,,(x) furnishes an extremum for I[y] in 
K1 . Furthermore suppose that 
(a) For some nonempty interval (a, b) the necessary condition of Theorem 1 
or its corollary for the case p(x) = y’ * g is satis$ed everywhere 
(b) limI w I Fe(x, y, d, p) I = co uniformly for - co < x, y, p < co, 
and one of the following holds: 
(c) F(x, y, d, p) is independent of y, or 
(4 FAX, Y&)7 YOW, Pclc41 E w- 9 a)* 
Then yO(x) is Lipschitzian in (a, b). 
PROOF. From the hypothesis above and since yO(x) E Kr , one can find a 
positive number P such that 1 Fe(x), y,,(x), y,,‘(x), pO(x) 1 < Peverywhere on 
(a, b). By hypothesis (b) there exists a number D > 0 such that 1 d 1 > D 
implies 1 Fe(x, y, d, p) 1 > P + 1, and therefore I ya’(x) / < D for a < x < b. 
Since y,,(x) is absolutely continuous on (a, b) it follows that it is also 
Lipschitzian on (a, b). 
EXAMPLE. To minimize 
4~1 = jm (Y’~ + Y’ *Y’) dx -03 
in the subclass Kl of K satisfying Y(0) =L 0, y(1) = 1, and 0 < y’(x) < ~14 
where M > 1. The solution is given by y”(x) == 0 if x -: 0, ye(x) --= x if 
0 <x < 1, andy,(x) =- 1 if x :y 1. F or we have by the Schwarz inequality, 
given any other y(x) E K1 , that 
d jm y-dx + j= y’ * y’dx = I[y]. 
-cc --co 
The necessary condition becomes 
2Yo’(X) + 2 ja Yo’(W - 4 = c, 
--co 
hence c = 4 for any interval contained in [0, 11, and c = 2 otherwise. 
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